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1 Let us build a house where love can dwell
and all can safely live,
a place where saints and children tell
how hearts learn to forgive;
built of hopes and dreams and visions,
rock of faith and vault of grace;
here the love of Christ shall end divisions:
All are welcome,
all are welcome,
all are welcome in this place.

2 Let us build a house where prophets speak,
and words are strong and true,
where all God's children dare to seek
to dream God's reign anew.
Here the cross shall stand as witness
and as symbol of God's grace;
here as one we claim the faith of Jesus:

3 Let us build a house where love is found
in water, wine and wheat:
a banquet hall on holy ground,
where peace and justice meet.
Here the love of God, through Jesus,
is revealed in time and space,
as we share in Christ the feast that frees us:
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4 Let us build a house where hands will reach
beyond the wood and stone
to heal and strengthen, serve and teach,
and live the Word they've known.
Here the outcast and the stranger
bear the image of God's face;
let us bring an end to fear and danger:

5 Let us build a house where all are named,
their songs and visions heard
and loved and treasured, taught and claimed
as words within the Word.
Built of tears and cries and laughter,
prayers of faith and songs of grace,
let this house proclaim from floor to rafter:

Marty Haugen (b.1950)
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Let us build a house where love can dwell and all can safely live.

A guide on the implications for Church buildings of intentional inclusion of the elderly and
those with dementia and their careers in the buildings we use for worship.
Introduction
This reflection is a result of many influences on my life. I was raised in a home where the
older members of the family, grandmothers and great aunts, were welcome and included
and obviously were part of the Church. My Mother was a founder member of a group in
my home town which organised support activities, and then built a day centre for older
people. My own personal interest developed in congregations and in working with various
groups in the Church and the care of family members with dementia.
My experience as Secretary of the Church Art and Architecture Committee of the Church of
Scotland (CARTA) and visits on behalf of the Committee to assist congregations in the
development of their buildings also contributed. Often questions about inclusion of
various age groups and specific needs were raised and information sought about how the
proposals might impact on those who were older or who had dementia
I then became involved in work with the Dementia Services Trust and later became a
Trustee. I was privileged to be a participant at a Design School in the Iris Murdoch Centre
in 2014. Through that experience I had the benefit of insights and experience of those
teaching and those attending from a wide variety of backgrounds. At the conclusion of
that Design School, Emeritus Professor Mary Marshall raised the question with me of how
the congregations of the Church of Scotland were being supported and helped to
accommodate the needs of those with dementia.

Section 1
Intention and Purpose
At the centre of this is the issue of how we make all able to dwell and live, in a
comprehensive sense, in Church buildings. This reflection is not to discount or dismiss the
importance of the inclusion of those with physical or learning difficulties in the Church and
who also have needs to be addressed comprehensively and carefully. The focus here is on
those who are older and those who either are diagnosed with dementia or who, without
diagnosis, have some of the symptoms of the syndrome known as dementia. There will be
some mention of the carers of those with dementia because of their need for support and
assistance .
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The hymn by Marty Haugen, in Church Hymnary, Fourth Edition, Number 198 in The
Church of Scotland Hymn book, Fourth edition, has some relevance to this reflection in
my view and will be quoted throughout. It also provided the title of this reflection.
‘Let us build a House where love can dwell and all can safely live’
The statements and guidance given here are based on my personal conviction of the
importance of religious life and spiritual experience to all which may be summed up by
my acceptance of what I believe was a call to be a minister.
I am convinced of the need to ensure that all those who are human beings with exactly
the same or similar needs and aspirations have equal opportunity (they are indeed
same other than being older /have an illness). The citizens of the Third Age and those
affected by dementia, and those who care for them with or without the diagnosis of
dementia, are welcomed by God, and no barriers should be placed in their way when
they wish to engage with the Christian community in a church building.
The Church exists beyond wood and stone. The worship of God’s people can happen
anywhere. So some of what may be suggested may be applicable and adaptable for the
house group or the nursing /care home, where less physically able older people are
resident, or those with dementia are being looked after by professional staff.
Shakespeare speaks of giving everyone ‘a local habitation and name’. We are often very
fond of buildings, especially churches. There are particular environments in which we
find it easier or more appropriate to focus on and engage with matters of faith and
worship. Loyalty to church buildings is found in all denominations. This comes though
associations in youth, or the places where weddings were celebrated, or funerals were
conducted. These cannot be discounted and their powerful associations are critical to
many in their faith journey.
This is written, as indicated above, as a result also of my experience as Secretary of
CARTA which has
presented me with opportunities of attempting to assist
congregations to think about the necessary changes required to enable church buildings
to be fit for purpose in the 21st century. By that term, I mean how the inherited
buildings of the past, our heritage in the Church, may serve the worship and mission of
the Church in our time and the days of our successors.
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The point is that many of the buildings we have were built with very different, and now
often alien, theological or ecclesiological assumptions and were based on different
sociological presumptions and principles. We need to conserve (not preserve) the best
from the past, while ensuring the buildings are able to act as an aid to the Church’s
function (worship, witness and mission) and welcome of all who seek to be part of the
Christian community.
Often the physical barriers (as well as psychological barriers), in church buildings are
immense. These are usually determined by those who assume that they are ’in charge’.
Therefore those who are older, frail or fragile (like Dresden china) or who have the
symptoms of dementia, cannot be part of the gathering of God’s people in the Church
buildings. Excuses of all kinds are offered to masque this reality (‘they will disrupt the
experience of others’ and ‘they are best kept together with common shared interests’).
My hope is that this may be challenged. The reason for this short guide is to encourage
those who have the privilege of serving as elders, ministers and leaders of congregations to
become more aware of the means whereby the barriers to participation and welcome
may be removed or overcome.

Section 2
Culture and Attitude
Let us build a house love is found
The improvements in living standards and in medical knowledge and technology in the
twentieth century have significantly contributed to increases in the general health and
consequently the longevity of people in the Western world’s
The impact of this has a huge negative in the reality that as the advancement of people
living longer continues in the 21st century, there is not yet any clear sign that current
medical practice can cure, prevent or treat the major chronic illness of old age known as
dementia, Longevity has brought with it its own distinct set of problems.
It is perhaps difficult for those who are not older themselves, or who have no concept of
what dementia is, and how it impinges on human life in such a variety of ways to understand what this means, and, in particular, how it may affect attendance at worship or involvement in the Christian community we call the Church. ( See June Andrews : Dementia:
A One Step Guide for an overall view of the nature of the illness and its significant factors
affecting life.)
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The word ‘dementia’ covers many aspects of disturbed intellect and disturbance of brain
function. Often the onset is insidious and occurs over many months. In most instances, the
affected person is unaware of the failings. It is the carer who first notices those lapses in
memory or disturbances in behaviour which are out of keeping with the usual
temperament of the person. There comes a point where memory loss for recent events
begins to interfere with normal daily activities.
The gradual loss of intellectual capacity, meaning the ability to calculate, manage the
household finances, recognise and remember new and familiar faces, develops into
something which cannot be ignored. Often the changes are associated with progressive
disorientation relating to time and space (seen in an inability to keep appointments,
recognise what day of the week it is, or getting confused about the process of returning
home after a shopping trip). These are all possible features of the development of the
disease known as dementia.
Altered behaviour patterns also figure, but these are often difficult to categorise in the
early stages. By the time medical attention is sought, it is usually obvious that a serious
problem exists, and the person with the illness is often able to recognise that there is
something wrong, and often depressive symptoms are evident.
In most instances the passage of time discloses the real nature of the underlying illness
and the type of dementia. As the disease progresses, usually over a period of several
years, the signs and symptoms become progressively worse. Most areas of the brain
function can become involved in this process. The changes most often noted are to do
with the ability to communicate with others and to take care of personal needs. Often
the disorientation and memory loss combine to cause difficulties with the advent of what
is often called ‘wandering’ when the person with dementia has confusion regarding
familiar locations and inadequate ability to operate independently. This results, in many
instances, in the need of a secure environment and constant care, which is often provided
in a residential environment.
Other serious symptoms of the decline in quality of life and deterioration of physical
functions and abilities may also develop.
Not all older people have dementia, however. There is a possibility that one in two people
over 90 years of age will have dementia and one in three people over 80 may develop the
illness. These statistics will become more and more important as the rise in life expectancy
continues to grow and the Church, among many other institutions, will have to adjust and
cope with the impact of the illness on so many people and those who care for them day
by day.
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Even if we do not all develop dementia, there is one basic fact of human existence which
has to be acknowledged. We are all growing older. This is a fact of life, whether we like or
not, or acknowledge it, or try to deny it.
We live in a culture which celebrates and affirms youth with all its energy and enthusiasm.
There is nothing inherently wrong in this. Young people deserve and have the right to
expect support, understanding and sympathy. At the other end of the spectrum older
people do have legitimate expectations which, often sadly, are not met.
We perhaps need to be reminded of the facts of ageing. It is important that we recognise
the realities and perceptions (and misperceptions) which are current.
We live in a throwaway society and even in an era of recycling and ecological awareness,
we are inclined not to recognise there are positives (as well as negatives) in being part of
the older population. Older people bring


resilience – they are survivors – of war, depressions and recessions and difficulties we
cannot fully imagine


their memory, and they know that there is nothing new under the sun (Ecclesiastes)



their wisdom – they have insights into politics, history, relationships and patterns of
behaviour ( and these may help explain why they often relate well to those of the
grandchildren’s generation because they have a degree of distance and similarity not
found in parents)
a wish to be treated as full human beings and have their natural rights as humans
affirmed. This applies to all who are termed to ‘have dementia’. Despite what might be
apparent limited physical or intellectual capacities, they still remain persons, valued and
loved by God and the Christian community (or so we hope). We treasure antiques
because of their value (not necessarily for their
usefulness, or ability to contribute to
sustain normal everyday living.) There is a strong argument which can be made that those
who are old, or have dementia, should be valued in the same way. They add to our lives
by their perceptions and perspectives and ability to offer different angles which enrich our
lives.
The real impact and the significance of the illnesses often remain hidden within the
private lives and emotions of so many people. It disrupts lifelong goals and aspirations
and dreams. It entails the frustration of not being able to deal with day to day task that
have been second nature for many years.
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The depression of not being able to stop this process and the insidious destruction of
one’s own personality can be terrifying to those who have dementia and those who look
after them.
For carers it is the loss of a partner, of someone with whom to share the good and the
bad, of a parent, of the image of the loving and caring grandparent, of a companion, or
the inability to resolve unfinished business with a partner or parent. It is this emotional
loss, the end of a particular kind of relationship that is so often so debilitating and
challenging.
There are often three distinct signs of the early stages of dementia illness, they are
Increasing forgetfulness and confusion
Changes in personality characteristics that have been established over many years
Increasing difficulties with problem solving.

The nature of these change and the subtlety of the onset of the dementia produce
particular problems in the early stages of the illness.
Often the person who is developing the disease is very concerned to protect themselves
and their loved ones from their own failing abilities. They seek to hide the true extent of
their impairment to spare others worry. Often they become so adept at hiding it from
professional and others who are close to them that it is difficult to believe that the carer is
identifying a real change in behaviour.
Frequently the nature of the onset of the disease is so silent and develops in small stages
that it is only those who are very close to the person who can recognise the changes.
Dementia is disturbing and people not closely associated with its progress sometimes
have difficulty coming to terms with it. There is a huge fear factor in facing the diagnosis
of dementia, which is simian to that associated in previous generations with the word
‘cancer’. The word is avoided and not uttered publicly.
The naming of the illness and the admission that it frightens and concerns us, reduces
some of its power to subdue and render us passive and inactive in response. As the great
psychologist Carl G Jung wisely says, ‘What is brought to consciousness cannot do the
same harm’ This is not to deny its harmful or negative effects upon human life and attitudes, but it does allow the human being to be able to assess the issues and questions
more logically and appropriately.
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Ignorance and fear are perhaps the greatest enemies for a community in dealing with this
disease, and they need to be tackled directly. Accurate information about the disease and
its progress is the best first step. Knowledge is a form of power and an ability to recognise
something of the nature and symptoms and characteristics of the illness are, and their
likely consequences, may be perceived as critical. Stigma , ignorance isolation and lack of
opportunity are all contributory factors in making those with dementia experience grave
difficulties.
People with dementia fear loss of dignity, ultimately of control and personality. These are
often accompanied by frustration at their inability to communicate effectively and to be
taken seriously as a person with their own sensitivities and aspirations. People with
dementia, like their carers grieve for opportunities denied and experiences curtailed.
By its nature the disease whittles away independence. This is compounded by the
reaction of friends and relatives and others in the social circle which often draws back and
creates socially awkward situations. The lack of inhibition in some with dementia creates
an impression that they are suffering from some kind of madness. Prejudice about mental
illness exists deep in the human psyche, and this is operational in the disadvantages and
difficulties created for those with psychiatric illness like dementia. Fear and stigma will
only reinforce isolation and result in higher levels of stress. All have rights. They are
grappling with very difficult changes in their lives
Support is appreciated by those with the illness and their careers, while interfering and
misguided sympathy is not. It is important to emphasise that the emotional needs of both
people with dementia and those who care for them have to be considered. Burnout is a
very real danger for caregivers, and they need to be encouraged to maintain good physical
and emotional well being. Negative feelings are acceptable and normal. It is healthy,
sensible, acceptable and good to express them without violence and to acknowledge their
existence.
People need to realise how difficult it is for a confused person to get used to a new environment. This may need to be taken into consideration when the person with dementia is
attending church and its associated activities,
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Question
1. Has the leadership in the congregation enabled members to have basic information on

the issue of dementia and how it affects congregational life? ( readily available from the
Dementia Services Development Trust?)
2. What implications do the statistics on the occurrence of dementia imply for this

congregation and its members?
3. How are carers of people with dementia supported and affirmed in this congregation?
Is there, for example, a service of support offered whereby they can attend worship and
the person with dementia is allowed to have a companion from the congregation?

Section 3
Life Expectancy and Changes
As stated above, all of us are getting older, whether we like it or not. There is a growing
number of people over the age of 65 in this country and the contrast with previous
generations is strong. Most did not live as long as we do. For nearly all of human
existence, people died young. Life expectancy improved as we overcame early deaths
from childbirth, infection and traumatic injury. By the mid nineteen seventies, just four
out of every hundred people born in industrialised countries died before the age of thirty.
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As we grow older we see changes in ourselves. We look in the mirror and sometimes
are shocked at who it is who looks back at us. Our hair changes colour, for instance, because we run out of pigment cells which give hair its colour. The natural life cycle of the
hair pigments is just a few years, and by the age of fifty, half of the average person’s
hairs have changed. Our skins change and often spots appear due to pigmentation
development. Our sweat glands can also decrease in function which helps explain why
we become so susceptible to heat stroke and heat exhaustion in old age.
The eyes change due to chemical changes which diminish elasticity over time, hence the
far sightedness that most people develop in their fourth decade. The process also
gradually yellows the lens. Even without cataracts, the amount of light reaching the
retina of a healthy sixty year old is one third of that experienced by a twenty year old.
Falls are also more likely, and sometimes this leads to broken hips and an inability to live
independently. Some are never able to walk again after a break. The main reasons for
falling are poor balance, taking more than four prescription medications each day and
muscle weakness.
As we grow older our bodies start to go through changes. We are not as agile or as clear
sighted or as energetic, or as balanced as we once demonstrated day by day. None of
these, however, suggest that we do not have as much to contribute to life, and have so
much to give others and much pleasure that we can derive from living.
If we reflect on life, most of us have never been content with our age. Children want to
be teenagers; teenagers want to escape from the parental home and its restrictions.
Young adults enjoy life in general, but they wish that they had more money to pay for
their pursuits and interests, often becoming driven in their careers, striving for seniority,
or more recognition. Those who are not married want to be. Those who are married
may not be content with the marriages they have. By the time children are leaving the
parental home and heading out on their own, couples are looking at the other partner
and trying to
figure out where all the years have gone, and whether they want to
spend the next years together. This may explain the years in which divorce is most likely
to occur as the third and the twenty third years of marriage.
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Questions
1.How are those who use wheel chairs accommodated throughout the building?
2. Are there chairs for those who find using pews or congregational seating awkward or
uncomfortable?
3. Are there areas where young and old can be together in Church?

Section 4
Issues in light of Limited Life Span
Built of hopes and dreams and visons
Age brings with it many things. It brings wisdom, some experience, some heartbreak,
some joy, some memories, some friends, some accomplishments, and some sense of
security from time to time. Faith may move from the awe of childhood, to the questioning
of youth, the prodding and poking of young adulthood, the probable benign neglect of the
middle years, to a renewed interest and searching, with new questions in older age.
Among the issues which drive us spiritually in older age is the sense of the approaching
horizon. Life has its most clearly perceived value when it is seen as limited. We are not
the only creatures who understand that we will die. Elephants we know find their way
eventually to that common place where they die. It is now believed that the reason we
sometimes see groups of elephant bones in one place has to with the fact that elephants
suffering from malnutrition often seek out water in the hope of improving their condition. When they do not improve, their low blood sugar causes them to become comatose,
and they die near the water source.
We humans not only know that we are going to die, we are articulate about it. We write
about it, and portray it in literature and compose requiems, sing hymns and celebrate
death in funeral services. We look to the scriptures to help us reflect on our lives and understand what happen to us when we die. We also look to the scriptures to help us make
sense of what is happening to us as we get older.
We view the latter stages of life realising that rather than acquiring we are letting go,
simplifying, and scaling down. We do not need as much as we once did. This is a rhythm
that reflects what is happening with our bodies, but it is also what is happening with other
parts of our lives.
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We can cut down what we need to very little and live with only a few things which are
essential when once we had huge amounts of goods and chattels gathered around us.
In old age we start letting go, simplifying, not expecting as much of ourselves, because we
realise we cannot deliver at the same level that we use to be able to do.
For some people this is a profoundly spiritual issue, this lessening of capacity, this failing of
the body, this realisation that this there is a horizon line on our existence. It is the ever
present reminder that from dust we have come and to dust we shall return, which is
enshrined in the rituals accolated with funerals and Ash Wednesday.
It can be a powerful and prayerful experience; the awareness that life is finite and that all
of our days come to an end. The reality is that neither money, nor fame, not anything else
in all creation can stop this change. We discover that the promises of youth are made for
young and that sooner or later we must reckon with our mortality.
Questions
1. In the building can young people/children help the members of an older generation
learn about the internet and the use of computers?
2. Similarly can the young learn about the perspectives and experience of older people
through interactive games?
3.Have experiments in offering experiences of worship in a former age been offered?

Section 5
Isolation and Loneliness
Alongside this, while we have to deal with that ageing of our bodies, our health changes or
decline, and the awareness of our own mortality, is the issue of loneliness growing within
us. This is especially
powerful as the years pass and we find that we are going to more
and more funerals of people that we knew and loved and with whom we worked and who
attended Church with us. People we always thought would be there. Friends who also
could be relied up on to listen to us when we telephoned with a new story; or to complain
to; to express political views, or to share a change in the grandchildren. The people we
count on being there. The ones we take for granted and whom we cannot bear to think of
not being in our lives.
The Church is one of the solutions to loneliness, because in the Church, at least as it is supposed to be, we have the opportunity to replenish our supply of younger friends. We can
engage with them and share a faith perspective with some who are not of our generation.
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As we live and experience the Church, this is made more difficult by the existence of some
invisible and some visible barriers and attitudes based on false presumptions and
conception of the place, position, potential and power of older people and those with
dementia.
Questions
1 How are older people made effectively welcome in the building?
2 How do the other facilities and accommodation complement the worship and offer opportunities for interaction and support ?

Section 6
Environment
We shape our buildings and then our buildings shape us. ( Winston Churchill)
The focus in this reflection is the concern that the shape of the buildings we have and
which we adapt do not exclude, but include, those at the younger age and those at the
more advanced age and those who have serious limitations placed upon them in health,
are able to exercise their God given right to be
active participants and welcome in the
House of God.
The title of this reflection is integral to this purpose. The church as a place where all can
safely live. The adjective is important. There ought to be no dangers or threats lurking in
the buildings. It should be architecturally sound and free from damp and drafts and heated appropriately. It should also be the place where any age group is free from harm and
steps take to protect them from dangers and destructive influences or predators. ( see the
Church’s Policy on Safeguarding and theological justification of it ).
The word ‘dwell ‘is also theologically crucial. Dwell. What does it mean? The word is derived from the Hebrew in which the Old Testament scriptures were written. It is much
more than living or existing. It has many facets of meaning. There are actually nine words
used for ‘dwell’, and one of these is used over 400 times in the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments. It suggests the concept, among others, of ‘sitting, remaining, tarrying,
inhabiting, having an abode, staying, and taking a seat’. The rich variety of meanings
cumulatively suggests the central principle of having a place where we belong and have
right to inhabit.
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The word is often used in the Psalms which are familiar to many of the Presbyterian tradition. The Psalms are seen by some as the only or original hymn book of the Church and
certainly extremely relevant to the experience and life story of many older citizens of Scotland.
Some well-known examples are as follows:
100 All people that on earth do dwell
84

How lovely is thy dwelling place old Lord of Hosts to, me

23

The Lord is my shepherd,… surely goodness and mercy shall dwell with me.

The Church then is a dwelling place which allows the creation of human community and is
more than just the roof and walls. There is here something of the sense of hospitality
which is central to Ancient Near Eastern culture and the Jewish heritage of Christianity. It
also appears to suggest and support the
principle of welcome and inclusivity. A principle which does not allow discrimination or isolation, but instead invites inclusion and
what is often called ‘fellowship’[ which may be defined, in practice, as ‘ a sense of belonging to a community formed from the common belief, however interpreted, in the truth of
the Gospel and the story of Jesus of Nazareth’).
Questions
1.

How do you feel about getting older? Imagine yourself ten and twenty years older
than you are today. What fears and hopes do you have about that period of life?

2.

As we are all getting older, what are the things that you value most in your life now?
How would you react to these being removed?

3.

What would you like the church to offer you in the future - when you may be one of
those over 80 or 90 with dementia?

Section 7`
The outside and Getting in
A place where saints and children tell how hearts learn to forgive
Does this building look like a church to someone older? What might be important?
Not all churches are Victorian or have Gothic steeples and many are not of that type.
What are the significant symbols or structures which suggest that the building is for the
purpose of Christian worship?
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Often this relies on the use of the Cross on the outside, or the fact it has stained glass windows. Does the signage suggests something of the Christian faith? How many noticeboards do this? Are they filled with the ephemeral or do they suggest something of the
Christian message?
The doors and the entry may not be obvious. How are we to get in? Where are the
entrance ways which are designed for all to travel?
How easy is it to enter and get a body less able to move quickly or with agility into a place
of worship?
Ramps are important for those who have to use wheel chairs and other who are not as
physically fit or mobile and who need to negotiate the entry with care. Often steps can be
very difficult and dangerous, and must be clearly defined and have edges clear and have
rails which can be used easily
Rails on the edge of ramps are often influenced by the local council planning departments.
A standard picture or drawing using tubular steel is presented from the council which is
neither comfortable, nor aesthetically pleasing is the basis of what a congregation adopts.
The rail needs to be one which can be used comfortably by those with hands stiffened by
arthritis and must be easy to grip. In some locations in Scotland the tubular steel rail has
affected users with frostbite and must not be used in any circumstances as it is so
utilitarian and dangerous. The house of God should offer the best possible of welcome
comfort to the people who approach and desire to enter. The T- shape handle of wood
should be used to ensure that it can be effective in preventing difficulties in approaching
the House of God.
Inclusion is important. Those who are older and who need to use a ramp should never be
met with the horrific response that :‘You can use the back door, through the graveyard; up
a bumpy badly kept slabbed path and in through the tradesman’s entrance’. What is this
saying about the Gospel? ‘All are Welcome in this place’?
Nor should the access to the hall remain cut off by a large pit from the church building on
the ground that the architect some 90 years ago never thought of the difficulty which this
would create. It is quite unacceptable to force those with mobility problems to go outside
and round the whole length of the church building so that they can enter the hall after
worship. They must not be forced to endure the worst of the weather, rain and chill in
order to be part of the group gathering for worship. What is this saying? ‘ Here the love of
Christ shall end divisions’?
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Jesus in his teaching focused not only about intention but how people acted. In the
Gospels he points to the creative action of the Good Samaritan, the poor woman and her
offering of the mite and prayer of the tax collector, and the hospitality and welcome
offered by the owner of the place where the Last Supper took place.
The actions regarding our building we enforce by unthinking carelessness ( or worse)
betray our beliefs much more loudly and more resolutely than words.
An architect of another age may not have thought of the elderly and their needs or those
with dementia (note the increase in life expectancy has huge impact on what society sees
as important – schools and hospital, for example). That is not to criticise them, but to
acknowledge that all knowledge is partial and what we know now can help make a
building more user friendly and fit for purpose by simple and important changes. The
issue is not preservation of a building unchanged for generations, but conserving the best
of what we have inherited while adapting the fabric and structures to make it really
welcoming and inclusive.
There, is of course, a need to be reasonable. Some buildings are not going to be easy to
get good access and we need to think creatively. Some will have to be abandoned and
substitutes found. It is important to remember that many of the Victorian churches so
treasured today are built on the sites of the buildings which were deemed by our
mothers and fathers or the faith in the past as ‘unfit’ and demolished.
The doors of Churches also proclaim a message as they are often impossible to open in a
wheel chair. Many are huge and have difficult handles to grip. That is why if we believe in
an open church, the entry way may need to use glass sliding doors, automatically controlled and provided with signs in pictures and words to make it easy to get across the
initial barrier.
It might also be helpful to imagine how the building entrance may look to someone small
(like a child) or a person in a wheel chair, or physically not able to look up. Are the signs
and instructions in clear large type and at the right height? Have the members of the
property committee tried to get into the building as individuals in a wheel chair, and how
do they know where things are other than by memory and experience? If we are visitors
or have forgotten, through the impact of dementia, exactly where the doors are and the
how the handles operate, how may we be assisted to be part of the community? These
are all vital in being considerate which, at one very simplistic level, is surely a central tenet
of the Christ faith
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Entry negotiation will be easier if there are no lines on floors to distract and disturb, by
creating a barrier. All heavily patterned carpets with black lines or edges should be
avoided as they may been seen as ‘chasms’ to those with dementia.
Questions
1.

Is there a group designated in the congregations to be welcoming of those with
dementia and their families and make an effort to make them feel welcome and accepted? If not, why not?

2.

Has the property group or worship group ever thought of what the outside and the
doorways suggest to those who are not as physical able as others?

Section 8
Welcome
Let us build a house where all are named, their songs and visons hears and loved and
treasured,
Once inside what greets us? We might hope, in the Church, that it is a friendly face,
welcoming and making an effort to ease the participation of all, able or disabled.
Remember that able or disabled, God sees us as whole, and it is very important not to
label those with some limitation of body or mind as less than all others who share the
image and likeness of God. In reality, all of us have some disabilities or are less able than
others and need to remember this when dealing with those with dementia.
Room to manoeuvre a wheel chair easily and a floor covering or surface which assures
safe use are all important. The entrance hall or vestibule should be free of clutter and
obstructions. The entry way floor and all entrances and exit of the building should be
checked for any indications of ‘lines of demarcation’ Just as a child finds the lines in a
pavement often difficult to cross over or stand upon, people with dementia find the lines
on floors act as some kind of signal of a barrier and may encounter problems crossing
over them, imaging them to be indicative of a chasm or division.
Does the hymn book or worship material come in a variety of print and size? Some
versions of the Fourth Edition of the Church Hymn Book are far too heavy for people with
arthritis, so the use of a large or A4 size magnifying sheet may help and a small neat easily
handled hymn book will be sufficient.
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Those on duty to greet people may need reminded of the Importance of names. This is
not just about politeness. There are powerful a theological concepts at work here. The
Bible is filled with people who are named right from Adam and Eve in the Book of Genesis
onwards. We know the names of the Patriarchs, the Judges, the Kings and Prophets. We
know the significance of the name given to Jesus ( its root is Joshua meaning ‘he shall save
his people’) and the names Jesus gave to disciples recorded in the Gospels (‘ Peter, the
Rock’).
Perhaps it is important to be reminded that the only person named in a parable of Jesus,
is Lazarus The Parable is entitled in many books, Dives and Lazarus, as if Dives was a name
( Luke 16 :19- 31). In reality Dives means ‘a rich man’. Lazarus is a poor and suffering
individual and he is given a name by Jesus. Perhaps we need to be reminded of this in our
dealings with everyone who comes into the Church.
Names of those greeting may be used and perhaps not just in name badges which are only
convenient for those who have the facility for reading them. By using them in
conversation the identity and individuality of everyone is affirmed.
Seating in the church must be thought about carefully and sensitively. Seating must be
chosen so those who are older or have dementia can use them safely and easily. There
needs to be thought of how the chair might overbalance and topple and hence care must
be taken about choosing chairs for any congregation. Comfort, height, security and ability
to move the chair are critical, not just the colour or the texture.
If there are chairs rather than pews, there needs to be thought about how an older person
rises from their sitting position. From the perspective of one who conducts worship it is
interesting that when a hymn is announced and the congregation is going to get up to
sing, the natural thing is for the members to stretch out the hand not holding the hymn
book to grip the back of the chair in front. If there is no chair back secure there, then the
use of a handy arm on the seat will suffice. Therefore it would be wise to ensure that at
least third of all chairs in use have arms so the they can be logically and strategically
placed to enable all who are in attendance at worship to have the advantage of a chair
arm to grip as they stand in worship, or just as importantly, when they sit down.
Similarity the colour of the seat must be distinctly different from the colour of the floor.
The colour issues are very important. Contrast is essential. As we grow older, as stated
earlier, the lens of the eye yellows and its ability to distinguish colours (and shades and
tones) become less acute. The distinction of floor and seat is important. Often if they are
too close in colour, or as some boast, ‘match exactly,’ the person with dementia cannot
determine where the seat ends and the floor begins. Remember also that their perception of depth is also affected, so care must be taken in this area.
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Questions
1 Have the members of the property committee, or those responsible for property
and those involved with the offering of welcome from the congregation, actually
put themselves in the position of a person in a wheelchair and approached the
church and negotiated the entry and found a place to be comfortable in worship?
2. How easy is it for someone to receive the type of hymnbook or written material
they might require?
3. What contrast of seating and floor covering is in evidence? Is it consistent
throughout the whole accommodation?
4. Are there any lines across doorways on the floor which may cause issues for those
with dementia?
Section 9
Seeing and hearing.
Let us bring an end to fear and danger
In the Reformed tradition, both seeing and hearing are important. As the great 16tth
Century Reformer, John Calvin, remarked, the sacrament without preaching is a ‘dumb
show’. This has been recognised by the Roman Catholic tradition since the advent of
Vatican II which brought about the insistence of there being preaching or a homily at every
celebration of the mass.
Seeing has a huge part to play in what we experience in worship. Not just who is speaking
the words, but the actions and the activities of those leading worship convey meaning –
consciously and unconsciously. So if a worshipper is prevented from seeing properly he or
she will not be able to participate fruitfully nor as fully as she or he might wish.
Similarly hearing is of critical value. What is the point of going to worship and not being
able to hear the reading, the announcements, the sermon, or the drama, or the sacraments and their action and words which are so integral to their meaning? Care should be
taken to ensure that all aspects of the service can be heard and seen. If some items of furniture designed by a distinguished architect interfere with those two aspects then they require to be moved (often architects are not theologically educated and are
unaware of
some of the issues in worship experience) or alternative locations may be found for the
action and speaking. This is will upset some, but inclusion of those who attend is central
to the Gospel of Jesus of Nazareth and some sacrifices have to be made.
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Light is important for those whose eyesight is not as clear as it was in their youth. The use
of energy efficient light bulbs is admirable for ecological reasons, but often the light
produced is not really suitable for those who have vision problems or limitations imposed
by the onset of dementia. This is perhaps most acute in homes, but also in church the
lighting needs to be clear and white to allow the older members and those with dementia
to see clearly and without obstruction. – with no reflection and distraction. Is it bright
enough and is there a problem caused by reflection? A church installed lighting in the
church without considering the reflection on the pages of hymn books and prevented a
large number of the congregation appreciating the increased lighting levels as they could
not read anything in worship due to the distortion caused by the light on the pages of the
hymn books and bibles.
Wall colours need to be considered as dark surfaces absorb light and make it more difficult
for people with limited vision to be fully functional. The uses of tones, or shades of colours
may help make walls easy to see and reflect light into the church. The use of stained glass
which is often a popular addition to the environment of worship, reduces the light available. Therefore if there is a lot of stained glass, it is important to ensure it is illuminated
properly when worship is taking place.
Much of the church architecture we now have is Victorian or influenced by Victorian
experience and understanding of what was required in worship in much of the 20th
century. A rediscovery of the earlier experience of worship in the early church or in the
post Reformation period will allow the furniture arrangement to be more flexible.
Examples may be the use of tables in worship for the Sacrament of Holy Communion, and
the pulpit or the Communion Table for the sacrament of Baptism so that these acts can be
seen and the people can gather round and form a physical representation of the Christian
community.
In is important to notice levels of noise, and often the hub bub in a congregation and the
playing of music is so loud that it may cause severe problems for those with dementia.
Perhaps we do not need to restrict the level of sound on most Sundays, but it can be
thought about for services particularly designed to attract and involve those who are older,
or who have dementia. In this way some theatres have recently introduced performances
when the light levels and the noise levels are adjusted to suit those with dementia. ( The
King’s Theatre in Edinburgh is one example)
Heat levels are known to be important for the maintenance and satisfactory performance
of pipe organs, but are also vital for the health and comfort and functioning of older members of the congregation. There should be no need for additional clothing to be added for
their comfort, and the opposite is also true. High heat can interfere significantly with
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physical functions. The reduction in the level of oxygen levels (sometimes a problem in
nursing homes) may result in the inability to stay awake and function appropriately.
Questions
1. Have the members of those responsible for property and worship tried an experiment

of being in church when some have had ear plugs in and others spectacles smeared with
Vaseline to distort hearing and vision?
2. What are the lessons learned from such an experiment regarding the need for adaption

and the

introduction or provision of facilities?

3. Have the levels of heating and lighting been checked for comfort?

4.

Is the oxygen level correct throughout the service?

Section 10
Written and reading materials
Let us build a house where all are named, their songs and visions heard
Mention has already been made above of the need for the hymns books to be such that
they can be held easily and that the print can be read with the use of a suitable magnifying
aid without imposing a burden on the person using them. Similarly the books should not
be placed under the seats as this is often awkward, dangerous, or impossible for persons
who have balance problems or stiffening hands to locate or return them there. Any place
for books need to be in view and easily located, as they are a part of the aids to devotion.
If individual glasses are used in communion, provision for them after use needs to be
thought about.
Similar concern needs to be attached the order of worship. Ideally it should indicate not
just in words, but diagrammatically where things are located. Simple issues, like ‘How do
you get to the hall or room for coffee/tea?’ and ‘Where exactly are the toilet facilities?’
need to be answered. Complex directions with frequent use of indications of turns to left
to or right are difficult for anyone who has dementia to follow easily. As a matter of basic
human consideration, the identification of where a toilet is located or how to attend after
worship events should be made possible without embarrassment and a lot of questions.
As it is now compulsory to provide signage regarding fire exits and rehearse fire evacuation
procedures, thought should be given as to how someone with dementia may be evacuated
or someone in a wheelchair may exit in an emergency.
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If video screens are used in worship, are they able to be seen with an appropriate
contrasting background and the right kind of font and colour? Can a person read them if
they cannot stand up? There are also issues of contrast necessary for the assistance of
those with dyslexia and the requirement for the avoidance of certain colours. This may
also be part of the considerations here. How are the participants who are of all ages and
stages assisted by the words and the images on the screen? Can they be open to
misinterpretation? What indication is there of the number of stanzas of a hymn preventing the need to get up and down unnecessarily?
If it is not necessary for everyone to stand ( and it is unnecessary despite common
practice) during the singing of hymns or for any part of the service. This should be made
abundantly clear and not create any embarrassment to those who find standing for long
period awkward or difficult. It is a modern invention for congregations ( introduced in the
late Victorian times ) to stand to sing as a result of the introduction of organs and new
musical traditions. It should not be thought of as odd, unusual, or disrespectful, not to
get up when the human person who is worshipping is not able to do so with ease. A
simple invitation on the printed order of service may invite people to ‘Stand as you are
able’.
How easy is it to hear and see what is going on at the front? People should not be rushed
to the front where they are 'on show’. There needs to be choice of accommodation
provided for the person who uses a wheel chair and the people who accompany them in
the ’body of the Kirk’
The church must not be a place for the creation of ghettos! How often I have heard and
reacted in horror to statements made when I have enquired what accommodation is
provided for those with sight or mobility problems. Some of the responses have been
‘we put them in there where no one else wants to sit’ or ‘we like to keep them out of the
way’. The legal structure of this country bans, rightly, such actions as an infringement of
the person’s human rights. The disability inclusion legislation and secular regulation
make it imperative that what is offered to those who are using wheelchairs or have
mobility problems are not subject to discrimination or alienation. Choice of where they sit
is important, and some clear space, without blocking fire exits, near the front, but not at
the front, with clear lines of vision and seating for those with them, is essential.
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Question
1.

How do you choose where to sit in worship?

2.

What factors determine your choice? Are these open to those who use a wheelchairs
or whose health prevents them for moving easily?

3.

How are those who are not physically fit made to feel incorporated in worship?

4.

Are the signs clear for anyone to recognise where the toilets are located?
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Section 11
Words , Music and Order in worship
Here the love of Christ shall end divisions:
In the Reformed circles, we are now much more willing than in some times past to talk
of the liturgy in worship. It has, however, always existed in Reformed worship from the
time of John Knox and John Calvin. It may never have been as fully articulated or
recognised as it is today, that there was as distinctive pattern in what we do and say in
worship each Sunday. The liturgical movement has impacted on how we do things in
worship in a huge variety of ways and changes have been introduced in the last 60 years
which were never contemplated before the Second World War.
Liturgical action takes place at the front of the church and now in the pews. The use of
repetition, the actions associated with the entry of the Bible, the locations of the leaders
of worship, the use or lack of use of the Pulpit and the Communion Table, and the locations of the Font are all now much more subject to variety and the personal choice of
those conducting the worship.
In a similar way the number of hymns sung, the way the readings are incorporated, the
sermon or the reflection on the Word of God, and the process whereby the service
‘moves’ are not subject to rigid
prescription. A variety of ways and approach are
possible in the light of human choice of the leaders and the purpose of the service.
Much of this will have some vague recollection in the minds of those who have attended
worship over the years.
It may be helpful, however, if we think of worship in the easy 21st century as a strange,
very confusing and often difficult to follow activity for those who have no church background. This awareness has led to some more changes in the way we conduct worship.
in the interests of inclusion, some leaders have altered a lot of what would be considered normative worship in the Presbyterian tradition to make it more comprehensible
and inclusive. There has been more conscious and correct attention to explanation of
what is said and done in order to allow participation to be
possible. This also applies,
in a similar way, to those who are members of congregations who are older, or who have
dementia.
Similarly those who have dementia, or who are older, have preconceptions of what is
‘normal’ in worship. They have to be thought about in a congregation, not to the
detriment or exclusion of the young or the newer members, but some cognisance of
their memory and expectations should be incorporated. Normally this is simply some
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short ‘rubric’ or sign in the order of worship or spoken directions by the leader of worship
which helps the worshippers follow what is going on. We use strange language in
worship, which is often not found in the rest of human interaction. Often this causes
confusion and obfuscation. Therefore we need to explain exactly what is expected of the
worshippers.
Some directions, like, ‘We are going to sit for this hymn as it is a time for individual and
congregational reflection’; ‘in this prayer we will use the phrase repeated and printed in
the order /or on the screen’; ‘the offering will be taken in this way today’, or ‘we will all
use the form of Lord’s Prayer that is most familiar to us personally and not worry about
unanimity’ will help all follow. As noted previously, signs and symbols indicating the
appropriateness, or otherwise, of standing may help in the printed order of worship, with
permission given not to fulfil this expectation. A phrase like ‘Those who are able may
stand’ is much more helpful than ‘We stand to sing’’
How much is familiar? Radical and creative worship may be important for new members,
but those with dementia often need the familiar. Some recognition needs to be taken of
the issues of those with dementia in worship or, alternatively, some services have to be
particularly focused on their particular understanding of what is ‘normal’ in worship and
try to engage on this level.
Some particular concerns relate to the celebration of the sacraments. Those with dementia will find the baptism of an adult or a chid of concern and interest if they can see what
is going on and that it is being done in a way that welcomes and incorporates the person
into the living community of the Church. This may be not be articulated by the person
with dementia, but it still spiritually very important and relevant. The act of having the
baby being brought to be seen by the congregation in the arms of an elder or the minister
may be a vital act of allowing the person with dementia to comprehend that the community is continuing to grow. We do not, as the Gospel, of John tells us, know where or how
the spirit of God blows, as it blows where it wills.
The manner in which Holy Communion is celebrated, like the sacrament of baptism, is
outlined in the Book of Common Order, but is not, in the Church of Scotland, a prescribed
ritual. Much of the action and the associated words will be recalled by those in the congregation as particularly familiar, and this is no bad thing. The delivery of the elements
and how they are to be shared in the congregation, and whether they are to be consumed
together, or if the use of intinction is expected, needs to be thought about. Explanations
and simple guidance are essential to reduce the chance of embarrassment and awkwardness. Thought should be given to how communion is to be served and how can all participate easily and imaginatively in this sacrament. Planning must take place as to what
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might assist their participation. How might the elements be served in meaningful and
dignified manner which echoes the past and the remembered experience?
What is important is surely that the sacrament is the action of the Holy Spirit, who takes
water, wine and bread and uses them to proclaim something of the grace of God that we
see in Jesus. The sacraments clearly express the fact that grace is for all people, not just
those who intellectually understand them. When it comes to it, there would be very few
(if any, if they are being honest) who can claim to understand fully what the sacraments
are really saying. After all St Cyril of Jerusalem took forty lectures to covey to his ‘first
communicants’ what the sacraments meant.
So if a person with dementia does not fully comprehend the difference between the
Lutheran, Calvinistic and Zwinglinan understanding of what happens in the elements in
Holy Communion, there is not a problem. What is vital and crucial is that they have the
sense that in the community of the Church they are engaging with others in the
celebration of the presence of God among them. The elements are speaking to them, as
much as to anyone, of the love and provision of God for them in their lives, whatever their
limitations and difficulties. The fact the sacraments use the things of everyday life, water,
wine and bread, and mean that they can ‘speak’ on a number of different levels and feed
us spiritually.
Questions
1. What would you not want to change in a service?
2. What are vital elements which make it important and convey meaning to you?
3. What would it be like to have to do without them?

What might this suggest about how we attempt to incorporate those with dementia in the
service of worship?
Section 12
Environment
A place where saints and children tell how hearts learn to forgive;
As mentioned above, churches often have stained glass which originally served as means
of conveying and proclaiming Gospel stories and biblical concepts to people who were
unable to read and who did not understand the Latin used in worship. Where there are
stained glass windows and what information is available to explain them so that the person
can engage with the story?
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While they may not follow all the parts of service, some items like singing the hymns or
participating in some symbolic actions will engage people who have dementia. Often
looking at a familiar story in stained glass, recalling their days at Sunday School, will help
those with dementia have some other qualitative experience to take home with them.
Even if they do not recall exactly what the service was about or the sermon topic was
(and how many of the congregation -even minsters - can reliably
guarantee they do
this every Sunday?) they have an opportunity to be spiritually enriched by the
experience of attending worship.
The comfort levels of the building are important beyond heat and light. As earlier
mentioned, there needs to be some clear indication of how they get out if they need to
use the toilet. Congregational leadership should ensure that there is clear signage that
cannot only be read but understood visually.
Toilets need to have no shiny floors, as they can look to a person with dementia as if they
are flooded with water. A clean floor, without reflective finishes with a distinct contrast
to the colour of the walls will be appropriate.
Care should also be taken with the location and the use of mirrors. In many people who
have dementia, even if they are over 80, they still see themselves as being aged around
50. This can cause problems when they look at themselves and see someone else whom
they do not recognise staring back who looks so much older. They think that the mirror is
a window and they will not enter the toilet when, to them, there is another person
(‘some one old’ whom they do not recognise) in the toilet. To avoid causing confusion
careful positioning is needed.
As indicated earlier, all doors in the building must be easy to negotiate. This also
necessitates installation of signs which make it clear about how they get out! Often with
dementia what we may consider simple every day tasks like locating doors becomes
difficult. Even recognising how taps are to be turned on and off or how hands may be
dried can be a real challenge. Consideration of how the door of cubicles can be seen and
closed is essential. It is often helpful if the internal doors are painted in contrasting
colours to the wall colours to indicate what they are and how they can leave. Doors of
storage areas which people air not to enter should be painted in colours to match the
walls and therefore reduce the risk of confusion.
Coffee and tea should be served in a hall which is easily accessible and served in a way
that does not insult, but provides the kind of cups and plates which some with dementia
can manage safely and with dignity.
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Questions
1 Has the colour scheme and signage been reviewed to assist clarity in communication with those whose faculties may be impaired or affected by age or dementia?
2. Have the stories of the stained glass been recorded in a way that is ‘dementia
friendly’?
3. Has an audit of the facilities provided taken place? What did it highlight regarding the provision of cutlery, crockery and serving processes?

Section 13
Communication
Let us build a house where hands will reach beyond the wood and stone
Conversation the person who has dementia is vital not just with the carer, as if someone
who has
dementia has no feelings or intelligence. They may not understand all that is
being said fully, but the engagement with them as another person is a sign that they have
a place in God’s house and should be seen and valued as a person of worth and due
respect.
All of us communicate in a variety of ways. The use of words, tone, eyes, hands and
general body language are assumed in every day conversation. We become so used to
these aspects of our normal communication, that we often do not realise how dependant
we have become on them.
A person who is older and those who have dementia will recognise anger easily enough in
raised voices and frowns, but may not absorb other forms of communication readily or as
accurately as others who are younger and not affected by the symptoms of ageing or illness. They will , however, respond just as quickly to a small sign which may be the a tone
of voice offering welcome and expression of delight and pleasure ( such as a child may
do). This needs to be recalled when we are trying to offer welcome to those who are elderly or with dementia who are entering and participating in worship.
Loud noises and stern looks and expressions of condemnation or criticism of behaviour
which is not considered ( by some) ‘normal’ will make the experience of worship an unhappy and lacking in positive and supportive experiences. If all recall how much a friendly
greeting, and gentle direction helps us feel accepted, rather than strongly worded instructions in a stern tone, there will be an improved atmosphere for all to benefit from.
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It is vital that signage is to only large enough to be read easily and placed at a height that
is comfortable to read, but it may also be expressed in pictures and colour. Attempts can
be made to communicate at different levels rather than relying on the cerebral
processes which may be limited in a person with dementia or who is older. While the
person may have attended worship for many years and be presumed to know where
they are going, a vocal direction and perhaps a movement escorting the person
indicate exactly where the entry or exit is, may be of importance in preserving dignity
and offering respect.
Questions
1.

How often do we communicate without words?

2.

What might help an individual who is older or with dementia engage with the
worship and , just as importantly, the community and engage with the people
who worship together?

3.

What instructions are given to those who are ‘on duty’ and who are responsible for
welcoming people who are in attendance at worship? What kinds of behaviour are
encouraged and what is actively discouraged?
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Appendix
Audit of Church Building
Outside
1.

What is the entry process of the church?

2.

What are the surfaces like? Are they clean, clear, and free of moss and edges
obvious?

3.

How does the surface cope with rain or ice?
weather or snow to allow access safely?

What provision is made for wet

4. If there are steps are they level? Of the correct depth? Are the edges clearly
marked for those with limited sight?
5. Is there a ramp? How easy is it to negotiate? Is it wide enough to turn a wheel chair
around with ease and securely?
6.

What kind of rail is available? It is a the correct height with a T shaped handle of
wood?

Entry Hall/ Vestibule
1.

How do the doors open? In or out?

2.

s a wheelchair ease to through the door?

3.

What space is available for sitting down if required?

4. Is there an easily accessible toilet, useable for those who require assistance of a
wheelchair?
5. How cluttered is the vestibule? What hazards are in view? Are things stored
safely?
6. Are hymnbooks and orders of service produced clearly and available in a number of
forms?
7. What training and information is available to those on duty to assist those with
dementia or who are older?
8. Are there any lines which may causing the suggestion of divisions and separation
at the entrance ways?
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Seating
1.

Are the seats clearly a different colour from the colour of the floor?

2.

Are the pews or seats firmly fixed and not liable to movement?

3.

Are the arrangements for books and other items simple and easy to follow?

4. What colours are used in the screens, if they are in place, and are they distinct and
easy to read?
5. Are clear indications made on the screens of the number of stanzas or the fact the
readings or other material are for public utterance or to be listened to by both
congregations?
6. What directions are given about the way the church is to be evacuated in an emergency?
7. How do the worshippers learn where the tea and coffee after the service is to be
served?
8.

Are notices regarding the location of the toilets placed appropriately?

9.

Are the areas for the use of those in wheel chairs easy to locate? Are they able to
offer unrestricted view of the leadership of worship?

Worship
1.

What accommodation is made for those whose level of noise toleration is limited?

2.

Are there easy to follow directions in the order of worship?

3. Are directions from those who are leading worship expressed in a way that all are
able to follow them, avoiding abstruse theological jargon, and not open to
misinterpretation?
4. In what ways are those who are not physically able to stand made feel that they are
not ‘excluded by disability’?
5. Are the oxygen levels checked regularity to ensure that people can concentrate on
worship?
6. Is the heating adequate for those who are older and who may feel the cold more
readily than others because they are not as physically active?
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Exiting the Church
1. Is there direct simple and safe access to the halls and ancillary accommodations for
those in who are in wheel chairs or who are not as able physically?
2. Are their clear signs indicating the location of toilets and the places where tea and
coffee is available?
3.

How is the tea and coffee served? What safety precautions are in place?

4. Are there groups of individuals in the hall charged with making people feel welcome,
and ready to listen and respond?
5. What accommodation is available for those who wish to do so to sit down in groups
and experience fellowship?
6.

In an emergency how will those who are older or with dementia be evacuated safely?
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The author wishes to acknowledge the cooperation of the Minister of St Ayle Church
which features in this document, with two locations in Fife. Mr Christie has led the
initiative to restore Anstruther Church which dates from the Reformation allowing it to
become a multipurpose building while preserving its historical integrity . He has also
developed Cellardyke Church, a Victorian building, one of the partners in St Ayle in the
efforts to insure all have easy access to the building

The pictures of Anstruther and Cellardyke buildings of St Ayle were supplied by Mrs Grace
Christie and are much appreciated.

Copies of this brochure may be obtained from
Dementia Services Development Trust SC0 16906
c/o Morton Fraser
Quartermile Two
2 Lister Square
Edinburgh
EH3 9GL
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